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CAMPUS POLICE

Many colleges Endowment faces first loss in years
arm police forces
by Mike Phillips
Senior Staff Writer

by Amanda Dick and
Nathan Grossman
Senior Staff Writers

Check back for
The Hatchet's continuing coverage of arming
UPD officers:

As University officials discuss whether
to arm campus police,
security experts and
THURSDAY:
administrators at other
colleges say that GW
Student reaction
is already behind the
times.
Almost
threefourths of universities with a sworn police force arm
their officers, according to the most recent Bureau of Justice Statistics survey from the 2004-2005 academic year.
Among the 10 largest sworn university police forces –
which have full powers of arrest – GW is the only one
not to carry guns.
“For a large institution to not have a fully equipped
police department protecting its campus makes GW an

The recent chaos on Wall Street is
taking its toll on the University’s endowment, which posted its first annual
loss since 2001 this summer with administrators projecting a worse situation for the upcoming year.
The $1.1 billion endowment, which
has grown sharply in recent years, lost
roughly 3 percent over the course of

the last fiscal year, while the broader
market lost 19 percent during the same
period.
“It’s going to be a really tough
environment,” said Don Lindsey, the
University’s chief investment officer,
noting that the markets are changing
quickly and often unpredictably. “We
don’t know what’s going to happen
next.”
Over the last five years, the University’s endowment grew at an aver-

age annual rate of about 17 percent, including a 23 percent spike in 2007. This
helped GW's endowment break the
billion-dollar mark, placing it ahead of
local competitors like Georgetown and
American.
Now, market turmoil in the form of
huge price swings and the largest single-point plunge in history of the Dow
Jones industrial average last month has
left college endowment managers in
deep water as they set goals for fund

returns.
“Our goal is flat to slightly down,
for next year or maybe longer, and to
prevent losses in an environment that
is highly volatile,” Lindsey said.
He added that it is hard to say
where exactly the endowment stands
at any given moment, noting that
“there are multiple percentage point
swings daily.”
See ENDOWMENT, p. 5

Rolling Rough

See UPD, p. 5

SA allocates
record amount
by Emily Cahn
Senior Staff Writer
The Student Association is slated to dole out roughly
half of the money from the student fee account – more
than $315,000 – this week to fund initial student organization operational costs.
The largest allocations of the bill, which will be voted
on at a Senate meeting Tuesday, will go to graduate student umbrella organizations, as well as Greek-letter, political and religious groups.
See ORGS, p. 5

STUDENT ASSOCIATION ALLOCATIONS
The SA uses the majority of
2006 - 2007
its student fee funds during Total Available: $470,251
initial allocations to cover the
operational costs of about 200
student groups. The remaing
$307,281
money goes toward co-sponsorships.

2007 - 2008
Total Available: $524,270

$277,222

$162,970

2008 - 2009
Total Available: $638,102

$247,048

$319,051

$319,051
INITIAL ALLOCATION:

Nick Gingold/senior staff photographer

A member of the DC DemonCats takes down a Cherry Blossom Bombshell during their first roller derby bout
of the season. The DC DemonCats lost to the Cherry Blossom Bombshells Saturday night at the Armory.
the District’s
GWHATCHET.COM
only
roller
Visit The Hatchet online for
derby league.
an audio slideshow about rolRoller derby
lergirl culture.
is a rough and
tumble sport,
but the women clad in fishnets, short skirts, stickered helmets and skates with funky laces are not
typical anger management cases. They are lawyers,
government employees and day-care givers.
The women, who range in age from early 20s to
mid-40s, derby not because they like to play rough,
but because of the camaraderie, they said.
It’s like a sisterhood for tough girls. Their chapter names: DC DemonCats, Cherry Blossom Bombshells and Scare Force One.
On Saturday, about 300 people watched the first
bout of the 2008 season between the DemonCats

H

by Brittany Levine
Life Editor
Five-Ho wanted to get a black eye. But it was her
opponent, Hoova Dayum, that got pummelled.
As Hoova swished around the track amid a
pack of DC Rollergirls, another skater’s wrist pad
hit her left eye. At the end of the two-minute scrimmage, she rolled off the court, holding her glasses
in her hands.
“Am I bleeding at all in my left eye?” she asked
a DC DemonCats teammate, rubbing the corner of
her eye with one hand and tugging at her micromini black skirt with the other.
“No, it looks OK,” said her teammate, clad in a
similar outfit: black fishnets, red T-shirt and roller
skates.
“OK, I just know you’re not allowed to skate
with blood on the court, that’s all.”
So goes a typical practice at the D.C. Armory for

See ROLLER, p. 6
Alex Ellis/photo editor

CO-SPONSORSHIP FUND:
Source: SA Records

Virus hits Georgetown

TURKISHDELIGHTS

About 200 students
affected, EMeRG helps
with response
by Lindsay Life
Hatchet Reporter

Nick Gingold/senior staff photographer

Members of the Silk Road Dance Company perform an Uzbek dance during Turkish Festival
2008 in Freedom Plaza Sunday afternoon. The festival was sponsored by the American-Turkish Association of Washington, D.C.

Nearly 200 Georgetown students were diagnosed with a
highly contagious virus last week,
prompting administrators to take
widespread measures to contain
the spreading illness.
The outbreak began when
students checked into the hospital
with symptoms of what appeared
to be food poisoning – including vomiting, diarrhea, fever and
headache. The number of infected
students increased throughout the
week, and the D.C. Department of
Health determined that almost all
had the norovirus, which is usually spread through fecal matter
and vomit, according to the Cen-

ters for Disease Control and Prevention.
Maren Paslick, a sophomore
at Georgetown, fled the campus
last weekend to avoid contracting the virus. Her roommate was
hospitalized Tuesday morning
after she reported several of the
symptoms.
“My parents are scared,”
Paslick said. “They wanted me to
come home.”
She added, “When we discovered what it really was – that
is was contagious – there was
definite panic.”
Georgetown’s only dining
hall, Leo J. O’Donovan Hall, was
initially thought to be the virus’
point of origin. Georgetown officials closed the area on Wednesday for thorough inspection and
sanitation before reopening it for
dinner the next evening.
Rhiannon Petras, a Georgetown freshman from Illinois, had
dinner at O’Donovan’s Thursday

night and described the meal as
“depressing.”
“Everything is brought to
you. No one is allowed to touch
anything,” Petras said. “You walk
in and they make you sanitize
your hands. Then you swipe your
card; they make you sanitize your
hands. It’s so sterile.”
Throughout
the
week,
Georgetown officials made statements and held press conferences
to respond to the crisis and keep
the campus informed of the university’s actions. The school provided electrolyte drinks and added money to all students' school
debit cards so they could do additional loads of laundry.
GW’s student-run emergency
response team, EMeRG, traveled
to the campus to assist Georgetown Emergency Response Medical Students, who had been working overtime to aid sick students.
See VIRUS, p. 3
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 Newsroom:

University Police officer hit by car
 Web Extra: Greeks battle in 'War of the Roses'
 Podcast: Students discuss Wall St. bailout >>

Nathan Grossman – Campus News Editor (ngrossman@gwhatchet.com)
Sarah Scire – Campus News Editor (sscire@gwhatchet.com)
Alexa Millinger – Metro News Editor (amillinger@gwhatchet.com)
Danielle Meister – Assistant News Editor (dmeister@gwhatchet.com)

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
MONDAY
HIGH 73 | LOW 50
GRAND OPENING OF THE LGBTQ RESOURCE CENTER
Join members of the LGBTQ
Resource Center for music,
food and information.
10 a.m., reception at 4 p.m.
Marvin Center 402

TUESDAY
HIGH 68 | LOW 48
MINDFULNESS MEDITATION
PROGRAM
Relax with students and the
staff of the Health and Wellness Center.
9 a.m.
Health and Wellness Center,
2nd Floor Multipurpose
Room
NASDAQ: BUILDING ONE
OF AMERICA’S STRONGEST
BRANDS
Hear the executive vice
president of NASDAQ speak
to students about his career
and economics.
Free for GW American Marketing Association members, $20 for students
6:30 p.m.
1957 E St., Room 213

WEDNESDAY
HIGH 72 | LOW 58
NOBAMA BARBECUE
Come get some free food
and learn from the College
Republicans about the upcoming election.
10:30 a.m.
Kogan Plaza
ASK A VET
Listen to stories about the
war on terrorism from the
men and women who have
served in it. A question and
answer session will follow.
7 p.m.
1957 E St., Room 213

Two hundred
freshmen pay for
residence hall safes
More than a month after the
University began offering locked
safes in residence hall rooms, about
200 safes have been installed.
The safes, which are sold
through Safeplace USA at seven
universities across the country, are
promoted by the University Police Department as a way to abate
residence hall theft. Of the students
who had them installed, all are
freshmen, said a representative for
the safe company.
“I heard that usually dorms
aren’t the safest place for jewelry
and stuff like that,” said freshman
Ilana Schack, who has a safe in her
room. “My mom found out about
it and said, ‘I think you should get
one.’”
With the option of either renting or buying the safe, 75 percent
of GW students chose to buy them,
according to the company.
Safeplace USA faced problems
with customs delays when transporting the Israeli-made safes to the
United States.
“For the first time in our history there was a delay,” said David Napell, a representative for the
company. “We wound up installing
the safes when the rooms were occupied. We worked it all out.”
Several students who purchased safes said they were pleased
with their investments.
Freshman Marisa Meyers said,
“It’s just more of a security thing
knowing that nobody else can get
in.”
Company representatives said
they hope the safes will catch on
among students with each new
school year.
–Justine Karp

Correction
In "Economic woes
touch students" (Oct. 2,
p. 1), a photo caption incorrectly stated that Mike
Pierce is a sophomore. He
is a freshman.

WWW.GWHATCHET.COM

SNAPSHOT

Saturday blaze
damages stores on
19th and M streets

Sizzling Salsa

Nick Gingold/senior staff photographer

Seniors Stanley R. Marquez and Marcela Zeballos (right) dance to Latin music Sunday afternoon in Kogan Plaza during the Parade of Flags Festival sponsored by the Organization of
Latino American Students. The event was part of Latino Heritage Month.

Trinity University dean to lead College of Professional Studies
Kathleen Burke, the former
dean of the Trinity University
School of Professional Studies, will assume the deanship
of GW’s College of Professional
Studies on Oct. 20, officials announced last week.
Burke will replace CPS’s
founding dean, Roger Whitaker, who stepped down on Aug.
1 after serving for seven years.
The growing school, which offers a wide range of specialized
degrees, is geared toward adults
already in the workforce.
Burke is a higher education
consultant for IBM and previously served as the founding
dean of the Georgia South University Division of Continuing
Education and Public Service.
“The college today enjoys
much success due to the superb
initiatives of departing dean

Roger Whitaker and its faculty
and staff,” Burke said in a news
release. “We will build upon this
momentum with new programs
and services for the region’s
workforce.”
The search process began
in January when Whitaker announced his departure. Jeffrey
Lang, a strategic management
professor, headed the CPS dean
search committee.
Donald Lehman, executive
vice president of academic affairs, said that he looks forward
to Burke’s deanship.
“I think that Kathleen Burke
is going to be an outstanding
leader of CPS,” Lehman said,
“primarily because of the extensive experience that she has
in the broad, general area of
professional education and also
in her demonstrated leadership

experience form her previous
positions.”
Student Association Sen. Michelle Tanney (CPS), chair of the
SA student life committee, said
she anticipates Burke will help
further improve the status of
CPS, which includes the Graduate School of Political Management.
“I think that Dean Burke has
an exceptional record in espousing the virtues of higher education,” Tanney said. “She comes
to CPS at a time where the school
is on the verge of growing and
excelling in the wake of the terrific work of our former dean.”
Burke received an undergraduate degree from Loyola
College and two master’s degrees from Oxford University
and the University of Maryland.
–Danielle Meister

A fire damaged several businesses near 19th and M streets
on Saturday afternoon, forcing
evacuations and closing streets
for several hours.
The blaze erupted around
12:30 p.m. at Penang restaurant
on M Street, D.C. Fire Department spokesman Alan Etter said.
The fire also damaged the nearby
Chipotle, Starbucks and Porter
Dining Saloon.
No one was injured in the
incident and officers were able
to control the fire within 30 minutes, Etter said.
The cause of the fire is still under investigation, but Etter said
authorities believe it was spread
through a ventilation duct.
Witnesses said firefighters
had to blow out upper-floor windows to fight the fire, including
those above Porter’s and Starbucks, which are next door to
Penang.
Chipotle will remain closed
until further notice due to water
damage, restaurant manager Flor
Avellaneda said.
“We’ll allow maybe a day
to dry,” Avellaneda said. “We’ll
open depending on what the
health department inspector
says.”
Daniel’s Hair Salon, located
adjacent to Penang on M Street,
was evacuated along with other
businesses on the block. Owner
Daniel Chreky said some smoke
from the fire came into his building through his open front door
and the 30 to 40 people in his
three-story salon had to be evacuated.
Bell Wine & Spirits, located a
few doors from Daniel’s Hair Salon, had just started a wine tasting with about 10 people when
the store was told to evacuate by
a police officer.
“I saw the fire trucks and
then walked outside and saw the
smoke,” manager Khalid Mohamed said. After the fire was
out, the store remained open.
–Amy D’Onofrio
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Students walk for D.C. AIDS
GW team
raises more
than $4,000
University student organizations banded with D.C.-area
residents in Northwest on Saturday to raise money for AIDS
Walk Washington.
Pi Kappa Alpha had two
goals for the walk: do something positive for the city and
improve the image of Greekletter life on campus, said the
fraternity's public relations
chair Charlie Rybak.
“People have a lot of preconceived notions about Greek
life that aren’t necessarily true,”
said Rybak, a sophomore.
“We’re not just about parties
and that kind of stuff – we’re
also interested in community
service and giving back to GW
and D.C.”
Pi Kappa Alpha teamed up
with Delta Sigma Theta to participate in the walk and to run a
table at the event, with 18 walkers between the two groups.
The GW College Democrats
joined with other organizations including GW Amnesty
International and GW HOPE
to form the Colonials Fight
AIDS walk team, which raised
more than $4,000 – far more

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Left to right: Junior Scott Goosens, Senior Teiko Akufo and graduate Whitney McGuire participate in
the 2008 AIDS Walk Washington with other GW students. The walk raised $641,905.
than their original goal of $750.
Bekah Medley, community service director for the CDs, said
the group approached their
fundraising for the walk differently this year.
“What we tried to do this
year was get other organizations involved. We’ve tried to
share solidarity,” said Medley,
a sophomore, “It’s been really
interesting and taken a lot of

partisanship out of it.”
With sunny skies and cool
weather for the 22nd annual
walk, around 600 walkers and
800 runners came to participate,
said AIDS Walk Washington director Dave Mallory. The walk
began and ended at Freedom
Plaza on 14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue.
When the walk began, the
event had already raised more

than $600,000, Mallory said.
Several
notable
guests
spoke before the race, including
D.C. Mayor Adrian Fenty, who
thanked the crowd for coming
out and emphasized that HIV/
AIDS is a major issue in the
District, where one in 20 adults
is HIV-positive.
Fenty said, “I’ll see you at
the starting line and walk as far
as humanly possible." 

Sedaris shares stories at Lisner
Writer promotes
book, advises
young authors
by Elise Kigner
Senior Staff Writer
Best-selling author David Sedaris advised aspiring writers to
move to foreign countries for inspiration during a Lisner Auditorium show Saturday night.
In his most recent collection of
stories, “When You are Engulfed
in Flames,” Sedaris uses candid
humor to chronicle his decision to
move to Tokyo to quit smoking.
“When you don’t speak the

Think tank
looks to rebuild
by Julian Feller-Cohen
Hatchet Reporter

by Clay McKeon
Hatchet Reporter

language, you just watch other
people and do what they do,” said
Sedaris, who was raised in North
Carolina but now lives in France
with his partner.
He also had general advice for
young writers.
“This is a really good time to
be a drug addict and sleep with
a lot of people,” he said, adding,
“You need to have some messedup things you can incorporate.”
In front of a sold-out audience,
Sedaris read from a new, unpublished story entitled “A Guy Walks
into a Bar Car.”
The story followed Sedaris on
the train back to New York from
Chicago, where he was futilely
trying to salvage his relationship
with his boyfriend. On the train,
Sedaris met Johnny, an unem-

ployed, alcoholic gambler who
had all of his arm hair recently
burnt off in a chemical accident.
“I’ve always had an eye for ruined-looking men,” Sedaris said.
Sedaris also read from a story
he is working on for The New
Yorker magazine that describes
what it is like to be on a book tour.
Sedaris writes that he likes to buy
little gifts for loyal fans who ask
him for his autograph.
He said he was at Costco looking for ibuprofen to give to teens
so they could think of him the
next time they get a hangover.
Not finding any, he said he picked
out something else teens like: condoms.
Delving into politics, Sedaris
read a story in which he remembers voting as a 19-year-old.

“As an art major, I identified
myself as a maverick,” he said.
Instead of casting a vote for
Gerald Ford or Jimmy Carter, he
wrote in for a pot-smoking candidate.
“Calling yourself a maverick
is a sure sign you are not one,” Sedaris said.
The show was packed with
adoring fans, many of whom
laughed before Sedaris finished
his jokes.
Anthony Sutter, a senior, said
he enjoyed watching Sedaris pull
a pencil out of his pocket during
Saturday’s show to make revisions on the story drafts as he read
them out loud.
He added, “You can’t go
wrong when you make jokes
about Costco." 
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The GW chapter of the
Roosevelt Institution, a national
collegiate think tank, officially began in 2006 at a large banquet in the
Marvin Center, but now the organization remains largely inactive.
Only four GW students participated in the national organization’s
most recent journal, “Roosevelt Rx:
Student Ideas for Health Policy,”
last month.
“The leadership left last year,”
said senior Julia Battocchi, who
submitted a piece for the September journal. “The chapter isn’t really happening right now, although
some of us would like to bring it
back.”
The Roosevelt Institution,
which launched nationally in fall
2005, has chapters on 82 campuses,
with almost 7,000 members that
conduct policy research to give students a platform to influence American politics. Journals and reviews
contain articles about international
trade, poverty, the economy, the
environment and health care.
Orriel L. Richardson, a graduate student and co-president of
GW’s chapter, said she plans to reinvigorate the organization’s presence in Foggy Bottom.
GW Roosevelt will seek to
establish a membership of both
undergraduate and graduate
students who are interested in
progressive policy solutions,”
Richardson said. “We will host a

VIRUS
from p. 1
Noroviruses are viruses that
cause gastroenteritis, more commonly known as the stomach flu,
according to the CDCP. Paslick
and other Georgetown students
with sick roommates were told
that the virus is contagious up
to two weeks after recovery.
On the second floor of Harbin Hall, where Petras lives,
three students were hospitalized. In Paslick’s sophomore
residence hall, five on her floor
were sick, including one of the
goalies on her soccer team.
In neighboring Foggy Bottom, GW took precautions
to stop the virus from reaching students. The University
posted a campus advisory Fri-

symposium on a current policy issue in the spring and publish the
first edition of The GW Roosevelt
Institution Journal.”
Richardson described her desire for the chapter to “provide a
forum for expressing and implementing the public policy ideas
of students at GW, while offering
the immediate communities fresh
discourse presenting progressive,
nonpartisan policy and advocacy
programs.”
In addition to Battocchi, none
of the students who participated in
the September journal – including
graduate students Brad Finnegan,
Saqi Melaque and Mariza Hardin
– are directly involved with the
GW chapter.
“It’s a great organization that
allows young people to have a real
voice in informing decision-makers and certainly the GW chapter
can play a key role because of its
proximity,” Finnegan said.
The graduate student spoke
recently at the Hart Senate Office Building about voting trends
among young voters and how this
demographic is beginning to realize its power during elections. He
noted that the rate of young voters
increased in 2004 and spiked further in the 2008 primaries, suggesting more interest among youth.
Finnegan said, “It’s always exciting any time you get the opportunity to speak and share knowledge with members of the House
committee and Senate committee." 
day informing students of the
Georgetown outbreak and designated precautions to avoid
disease transmission.
The Department of Health
recommended that students frequently wash their hands and
use hand sanitizer to prevent the
continued spread of the virus.
Matt Menkes, a Georgetown
freshman from Toronto, was
hospitalized Wednesday and
released soon after, but he said
he is confident that his university has already seen the worst
of the epidemic.
“At this point if you don’t
have it, you probably won’t get
it,” he said Friday.
Georgetown officials said
Friday in a news release that
the number of students reporting symptoms has decreased,
but sanitation efforts would remain in place for several more
days. 

“
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“There was a little bit of difficulty hearing – the CDs were laughing at
our candidate, which I thought was a little rude."
–Freshman Cheryl Gribbins, a member of the College Republicans, speaking about the College Democrats' behavior during the vice presidential
debate watch party on Thursday.

Claire Autruong – Opinions Editor (cautruong@gwhatchet.com)
Diana Kugel – Contributing Editor (dkugel@gwhatchet.com)

From classroom to community

editorial
Where does all the
money go?
Allocations season has arrived.
The divvying up of the Student Association’s
student fee money marks one of the most important times of the year for student organizations
at GW, as it determines how much money they
receive and thus the extent of their programming for the year. Over half a million dollars of
student money is on the table, significantly more
than last year, thanks to the student fee increase.
Students should be able to track every dollar
of that student fee money, from the allocations
process all the way through how each student
organization spends it.
Sen. Logan Dobson (CCAS-U) proposed
a bill to open the SA financial system so that
students can do just that. The bill, which is cosponsored by SA President Vishal Aswani and
the executive branch, would allow students
to see exactly how each student organization
spends its allocated money. Currently, students
can see how much money each organization received, but they cannot view how that money
was spent.
The SA should pass this bill. More transparency in the process will lead to more accountability.
By paying the increased student fee, students become stakeholders in the allocations
process and should be able to see how their investment is used. This will keep student organizations honest in their expenses and will also
provide more oversight to keep the process as
fair as possible.
For instance, organizations that spend carelessly in an effort to keep their allocations high
for the next year would no longer be able to do
so. Instead, careless spending would be made
public, and outcry could lead to a decrease in
that organization’s allocation. Organizations that
spend responsibly but are short of funds for programming ideas could point to abuses by other
groups in an effort to receive more money.
The information is already compiled in the
office of the vice president of financial affairs, so
why not allow students to see it? It would be a
small step toward de-mystifying the allocations
process and moving closer to the ideal of student
organizations receiving what they deserve.

Top 5 things SA should do
this semester
By Aug. 30, 2007, former SA President Nicole Capp and former Executive Vice President
Brand Kroeger had helped to bring back the GW
Reads newspaper program, restore the Colonial
Invasion basketball kickoff and convinced Safeway to accept GWorld.
While we are sure there are initiatives in the
tank, we have not seen equivalent progress from
the current executive and senate. Understandably, student organization allocations have been
dominating the agenda for the early part of the
year, but now that allocations season is almost
over, the SA can turn to other matters.
It is worth remembering that small, tangible
accomplishments are far more important to students than overly ambitious initiatives. Here are
our top 5 things the SA could do this semester to
immediately impact students, drawn from last
spring’s platforms and also our own thoughts:

GW needs a service requirement
Face it GW, it’s the year of change. Get on sity integrates its 40-hour per-semester internboard, or get off the track.
ship requirement into its classrooms by making
After a few decades characterized by emerg- use of the skills taught in each classroom out in
ing skylines, rising populations and expanding the community. For example, foreign language
boundaries, this campus has fallen
students might find themselves in lointo a rut.
cal clinics, translating between doctors
In a competitive college marand patients.
ket, standing alone with a sky-high
For a campus that raises and eduprice-tag in a downward sloping
cates students with a strong interest
economy is not a good place to find
in working in government, doesn’t it
yourself. GW requires a redraft of
make sense to encourage those stuour image. But what does it take
dents to get involved in the communifor an expensive school with a unities their politics may one day affect?
form of suits and BlackBerries to
Political science majors aside, all stucraft a new name for itself?
dents can benefit from working with
Service.
the community they will go on to serve
GW is seen as an avenue for
as engineers, doctors and corporate
students to pursue an education
executives.
NIKETA BRAR business
while still exploring their career
Though the per-semester service
ambitions through internships
requirements offered by Tulane may
COLUMNIST
and work opportunities. But intebe too taxing on a student facing a pargrating our campus and curricuticularly difficult set of classes or life
lum into the community requires
challenges, a flexible service requiresomething extra.
ment would be more fitting. This would allow
Multiple schools that have built a strong rep- the student to choose a summer, weekends or a
utation for leadership use service to shape that few semesters to complete the requirement at a
image. Just last month, Columbia University ex- place or multiple places of the student’s choospressed an interest in expanding the community ing. The service requirement would focus on getservice requirement in its engineering depart- ting them outside the mundane tasks of copying
ment to all majors and interests. Tulane Univer- and filing, and into the world of public service.

University's sustainability report card leaves room for improvement
Remember in high school when desk, the report grades more than
you would nervously anticipate the student involvement and recycling
arrival of your report card? Well, efforts. It also includes everything
GW’s 2008-2009 “green” report card from transportation, for which GW
is in, and even though our grades received an A, to endowment, for
have improved, if it were yours, which it received an F. Clearly, the
you would probably want to hide ecological awareness of individual
this from your parents for a while.
students is not enough to garner
The Sustainable Endowments straight A’s for the University.
Institute, with its annual survey of
This is not to denigrate the onabout 300 universities across Amer- going efforts made by students, the
ica and in parts of Canada, gave various green campus organizaGW a C+ in overall
tions and, of course,
sustainability ("UniUniversity President
versity sustainabilSteven Knapp.
L
YNDSEY WAJERT
ity grade improves"
This campus, espeSept. 29, p. 1). The
cially during a presiInstitute defines susdential election, is very
tainability as "meeting the needs of focused on the future. My very first
the present without compromising day on campus, a group of students
the ability of future generations to knocked on my door and slapped
meet their own desires." Although a sticker onto my light switch as a
this grade is an entire letter above reminder to be eco-friendly. This
last year’s report, GW needs to be- past year, President Knapp signed
come more ecologically friendly – the Presidents’ Climate Commitand quickly.
ment, pledging to exercise leaderNow before you protest that ship in modeling ways to minimize
you turn off your lights before leav- global warming emissions, and
ing the room and always recycle the commissioned a task force, which
bottles of Diet Coke littering your made recommendations to enhance

1

Sound
Off!
How has the Student Association
been doing this year?

3

What things would you like to see
accomplished?

4

Leave comments online at
BLOGS@GWHATCHET.COM

Cutting the red tape
Members of the SA are often more aware of
what various University departments do or
who to go to for certain problems. A question and
answer form on the SA Web site could increase
student contact with SA representatives and also
traffic on the site, while helping students cut the
red tape.
Test bank
The online test bank, which has apparently
been in the works since last spring, should
go live before finals this semester, if not before
midterms. This idea is a good one, but it needs to
be implemented soon to have any relevance.
Expanding free printing
This initiative appeared in a lot of platforms
and should be another accomplishment on
the SA’s list this semester. While engineering
students have gotten free printing in the past, all
students should have access to free or discounted printing. Perhaps students could even have a
set amount of "printing money" on GWorld.

academic initiatives and
GWHATCHET.COM
University policies on
sustainability.
To see GW's sustainability
But we as a Univerreport card, go online to
sity are not reaching the
www.gwhatchet.com
ecological strides I know
we can. The Sierra Club
gave GW a failing grade
along with four other
ulty and alumni who advise trustschools for not investing in efforts ees in research and discussion of
to fight climate change. The recent important corporate policies on
release of the sustainability report sustainability.
card confirms the room for imThe improvements in the grades
provement. Student involvement in since last year and this year are
initiatives is high, with a grade of B, promising, but GW needs to strive
but GW fails in two out of the three for excellence in this vital area and
endowment categories.
become a sustainability role model.
The Institute’s theory is that Even though we must break through
"access to endowment informa- the barriers of an urban campus,
tion is needed within a college private endowment reports and
community to foster constructive the fact that we are named after the
dialogue about opportunities for man who allegedly chopped down
clean energy investment, as well a perfectly healthy, oxygen-producas shareholder voting priorities." ing cherry tree, we as a University
Endowment holdings and share- should not hide our “green” report
holder voting records here are not card. Instead, it should hang on the
available to the school community. refrigerator as a symbol to work
Similarly, GW lacks a shareholder harder for next year.
responsibility committee, which
–The writer is a freshman majortypically consists of students, facing in journalism.

H

Stop enabling the bookstore

2

A master calendar of events
This would require a lot of coordination,
but it would be immensely beneficial for
students to go to one calendar and see what is
going on at GW that week, across all schools and
departments. Students will often miss a speaker
or an event simply because they are not on that
department’s listserv or just not in the know. A
master calendar could also increase attendance
at campus events.

Beyond giving students the opportunity to
find an education in unexpected places, getting
involved with a community probably unlike the
one they grew up in gives students the opportunity to identify with people who may appear to
be much different than themselves.
The psychology major working at a food
kitchen may see herself understanding post-traumatic stress disorder better through a conversation with a Vietnam vet. The pre-med student
could start seeing the needs in healthcare while
working in a clinic. Aspiring policy analysts
could begin identifying their interest areas while
spending time in the poorest sectors of society.
The supplement to a student’s education from
seeing the ideas they are taught in the classroom
in the real world would be priceless. The diversification of student experiences would serve to
fulfill one of the basic tenets of a college education. And the community would benefit beyond
measure.
Perhaps we’ll finally prove to our Foggy Bottom neighbors that we are not drunken vandals
who pee in their yards. Perhaps we’ll finally
prove to ourselves that the GW on our diploma
stands for much more than just a certified degree – it symbolizes a unique and fulfilling education.
–The writer, a senior majoring in international affairs and political science, is a Hatchet columnist.

Take this home to Mom and Dad

J Street and study hours
Freshmen and sophomores are required
to spend a chunk of their GWorld money
at J Street, yet it is not open late at night and on
weekends during important collegiate dining
hours. In fact, the options during those hours
are pretty sparse anywhere on campus. Students
could also really use, as usual, more spaces to
study later at night.
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Or send your opinions to
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Students should use alternate textbook sources

I

hate everything about the ourselves migrating back to the
GW Bookstore.
bookstore. We pay ahead online,
Dropping my bag in the we surround the little window in
cubby next to the
the door of the back
sign absolving the
room and wait unGW Bookstore of all
til they call out our
liability is annoying
number, while wresJOSH AKMAN
beyond
measure.
tling with the throng
The return policies
of equally frustrated
are terrible. If this
customers.
unbelievably thin plastic coverOf course, you only get to be
ing should rip, I can’t return my part of this wonderful tradition
book? Seriously?
if the book you ordered is actuAnd the employees actually ally in stock. If it’s not, refer back
seem mad at you when you ask to bookstore creed No. 1 – “We
them a question, as if it takes a don’t know. Check your e-mail.”
lot of effort to give the standard
The sad thing is I have no
bookstore line – “We don’t know. right to be mad at anyone but
Check your e-mail.”
myself. Why should I expect a
Walking into that place re- good experience when the store
minds me of going to the dentist, is not penalized in the least for
if my dentists were outrageously providing a bad one? If they
expensive and lacked all knowl- don’t get my book to me for two
edge about my teeth. I dislike weeks, they still have the money
the bookstore, but most of all I’m I paid. Moreover, if they have
disappointed that we haven’t no idea when they are getting
done a darn thing to change it.
it, I’ll still wait patiently until it
Clearly, I’m not the only un- comes.
satisfied customer. Everyone has
Imagine this type of experitheir horror stories, whether it’s ence at a restaurant. Imagine
with the employees or with the ordering a meal and finding out
prices. But students have the later that the restaurant is comability to change this.
pletely out of what you ordered.
There are other choices: Am- Furthermore, they have no idea
azon, Ebay, half.com and plenty when they will have that meal,
of other sites sell the same books but they will be sure to tell you
for less, even after shipping. when they do. Obviously, that
Yet, somehow, we always find would be your last dinner at that

restaurant.
For some reason, we fail
to apply that same logic to the
bookstore, especially with all of
the other options at our disposal. Even worse, we still expect
someone to hear our complaints.
It is time we do something to
change it. We must actively use
Amazon, Ebay and the plethora
of other sites that offer the same
service for less money.
If we utilize other competitors, the bookstore will have
no choice but to change their
business practices to stay competitive. If we start shopping at
stores with competent customer
service, then the bookstore will
have to improve its own customer service or else get left behind.
When the bookstore begins
to lose sales to companies with
legitimate return policies, it
might actually amend its own
ridiculous rules. By making the
bookstore actually work for our
business, we will be able to save
money and aggravation. What is
possibly taking us so long?
I kind of hope someone from
the bookstore calls to ask me a
question about this column. I’ll
just tell them, “I have no idea,
but you can check your e-mail.”
–The writer is a junior majoring in criminal justice.

Eric Roper, editor in chief
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ORGS
from p. 1
SA Sen. Julie Bindelglass
(CCAS-U), chair of the finance
committee, said using only
half of the student fee funds
for initial allocations will leave
an unprecedented $319,000 for
student organization programming throughout the year.
“We were able to set aside
approximately 50 percent of
the budget for co-sponsorships, something we believe
will add tremendous amounts
to student life on campus,” said
Bindelglass, a sophomore. “At
the end of the day, we hope every organization will be happy
and we will continue to work
with them during the year to
make sure that happens.”
Last year, $277,222 was
spent on initial allocations.
However, because of the student fee increase passed in
February, the finance committee was able to allocate an additional $40,000 this year.
The proposed budget
shows that a majority of stu-

dent groups will receive larger
initial allocations than last
year.
Brand Kroeger, chairman
of the College Republicans,
said despite the fact that his
organization will not receive
a large increase, he is satisfied
with the proposed $10,000.
“We are confident that the
finance committee will carry
through on its promises to
give out a large number of cosponsorships,” said Kroeger, a
senior.
While the CRs received
a $1,000 increase, the College
Democrats are expected to
receive $2,477 more than last
year – bringing their total allocation to $10,000.
Bindelglass said the increase for the two organizations is due to the finance
committee’s decision to make
the CRs and CDs umbrella
organizations this year. Both
organizations will be accountable for funding the events of
smaller political student organizations.
Cory Struble, president of
the CDs, said the $10,000 allocation is sufficient to meet the

ENDOWMENT
from p. 1
Executive Vice President and
Treasurer Lou Katz was also pessimistic about the fund’s outlook
for the near future.
“This year was difficult and it
will be worse next year,” he said.
But Katz said GW was doing
better than other universities and
is positioned to ride out these national financial pitfalls.
“We’re performing better than
the market still,” he said. “We look
at these things in three- to five-year
cycles. This should not materially
impact the University.”
Despite a major drop in the
Dow Jones industrials index over
the past year, GW has managed
to limit its losses. In recent years,
the endowment has been able to
beat the market several times over,
posting stronger returns than
many successful investment funds
and beating major stock indexes.
In an interview with The
Washington Post last December, University President Steven
Knapp called the endowment the
University’s “greatest challenge,”
noting that despite rapid growth
it pays out about $55,000 per student each year, compared to more
than $100,000 at competitors like
New York University.
The endowment will contin-

organization’s needs.
“Ten-thousand dollars will
meet our operational needs as
an umbrella organization, and
I believe the co-sponsorship
process will be the fairest way
for us to seek additional funding for programmatic costs,”
said Struble, a senior. “Julie
Bindelglass and the finance
committee have set about to
create the fairest system for all
organizations, small and large
alike, and I think she made the
best possible decision to set
aside half the money for cosponsorships so that smaller
organizations are not left out.”
While large organizations
received an increase in their
initial allocation, many smaller
groups received increases as
well.
In order to create the proposed budget, Bindelglass and
the finance committee took a
survey of how other marketbasket universities allocated
funds to student organizations.
Bindelglass said a full
report will be released after
the allocations budget is approved. 

ue to provide roughly the same
amount of funding, thanks to
its strong performance in recent
years, Katz said. This will allow
the University to distribute funds
as planned.
“We are not starting or stopping any projects, but we are not
ignoring this situation,” Katz said.
“We will continue to look at the
structure of our existing portfolio.”
Last fall, University officials
sounded a more optimistic note.
“I think making a profit is very
doable; you just have to have reasonable expectations for what the
rate of return will be,” Lindsey
said in fall 2007.
But that was before a number
of prominent financial institutions
failed – including Bear Stearns,
Lehman Brothers and American
Insurance Group – triggering a
broader credit crisis.
Now, with investments stuck
in the financial storm, Lindsey
said the University will need to
focus on protecting the gains it has
made.
“We’re putting a lot of effort
into capital preservation rather
than capital growth,” Lindsey
said. “We want to limit our losses
relative to the market. When you
have huge losses it takes a long
time to get over.”
He added, “It’s going to be
very difficult to do; it will require
continuous caution.” 

UPD
from p. 1
anomaly,” said Daniel Carter, senior
vice president of Security on Campus,
a nonprofit organization advocating
for campus safety.
Carter said outside police forces
are at a disadvantage when reacting to
calls on a college campus.
“Local police departments take
longer when they are less familiar
with geography,” Carter said. “Minutes can mean the difference between
life and death. Anyone who has dialed
911 knows that however fast they may
arrive, it seems like an eternity.”
Robin Hattersley Gray, the executive editor of Campus Safety magazine, said many colleges are assessing
whether to arm their officers. Much of
the discussion was prompted by the
2007 Virginia Tech shootings.
“In the case of Virginia Tech, most
of damage and fatalities occurred before police officers got there,” Gray
said. “The fact that they were armed
may not have prevented it, but there
are instances where it would be appropriate.”
Brown University began arming its police force in 2006, following
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a multi-year study of the issue. Mark
Nickel, director of university communications, said the transition to an
armed force garnered a small amount
of dissent from the community.
“Not everybody was in favor of it,”
Nickel said. “But I think the campus
recognized we were asking police officers to perform public safety duties that
put them in dangerous situations.”
He added, “We could not ask unequipped officers to perform the duties of a law enforcement officer.”
In the two years since Brown implemented the policy, Carter said the
reaction has been “positive” with few
complaints.
A number of the campus police
chiefs interviewed advocated for
armed officers, but emphasized that
the change should come with additional training and more stringent hiring practices.
Before Brown armed its officers,
they went through an “inclusive,
somewhat long process” to alter the
school’s police department, Carter
said.
At Boston University, where the
campus police carry guns, officers
take a 22-week training program –
compared to UPD’s seven weeks.
“Officers undergo the specialized
training in the same police academy as
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every municipal police officer in Massachusetts,” Riley said.
Anthony Daykin, chief of police
at the University of Arizona, a school
that is protected by an armed, sworn
police force, said it is imperative that
firearms come alongside proper oversight and caution.
“With the caveat that there is a
good selection process and the people
hired to be armed are backed with
sufficient training and policies, there
are cost disadvantages. But that is the
cost of doing business,” Daykin said.
“There is not any downside to having
people who are adequately selected
and trained, guided by policy and in a
position to protect other people.”
Daykin added that picking the
right people is essential to maintaining an armed force.
“Candidates take polygraph tests,
background checks and psychological
exams," he said. "You want to be sure
you have a stable individual and then
you provide lots of training.”
Among universities within the
District, the picture is slightly more
mixed. Howard – which has the largest number of full-time sworn officers
of any school in the country – arms its
officers, while American and Georgetown both have un-sworn, unarmed
officers. 
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THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

October 7, 1968:

October 7, 1991:

October 8, 2001:

Chi Omega was dissolved
for defying the University's
Human Relations Act, an
anti-discrimination policy.
Kappa Delta was terminated
two weeks earlier.

The GW water polo team
upped its winning streak
to seven games, sweeping
the Mid-Atlantic Conference
Tournament at St. Francis
University.

The University heightened
campus security in the wake
of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.

Brittany Levine – Life Editor (blevine@gwhatchet.com) | Laura Treanor – Contributing Editor (ltreanor@gwhatchet.com)

Rollergirls take it out on the track

Continued from page 1
Cats and the Bombshells. The Bombshells won 9659. At the end of last season, the Bombshells ranked
last in the league, the DemonCats ranked second
and Scare Force One ranked first.
The league started in January 2006 over a couple
of beers at the Black Cat. A group of about 15 spent
the year recruiting, training and building the league.
The first bout was held in March of last year.
Now about 50 women are part of the D.C. league.
In addition to the three teams, an all-star team competes with other city teams including Pittsburgh’s
Steel City Derby Demons and Baltimore’s Charm
City Roller Girls. There are more than 50 women’s
roller derby leagues nationwide.
Scarlet O’Snap, whose real name is Mara Veraar,
said she became a rollergirl because of the camaraderie. When Veraar, 30, finished graduate school at
American in 2005, she noticed all her friends had left
the District. Now all her best friends are rollergirls.
“I go out with mostly other rollergirls,” Veraar
said. “The thing with derby is that these are people
I’d never meet, but because of derby we have a common bond.”
It’s the same for Five-Ho, or Bridget Cummiskey. As a Metropolitan Police Department officer,
she is surrounded by men all day at work. Being a
rollergirl gives her the chance to be around strong
women who “are definitely not your typical female.”
As for the names, they’re not just left on the
court. Cummiskey, 29, said she doesn’t know most
rollergirls’ real names.
“We call each other by our derby names.” she
said, her eyes rimmed with sweat and black eyeliner. “I got an e-vite invitation once and didn’t know
who it was from because she used her real name,”.
Darth Vixen, a Scare Force One teammate, said
names and costumes are all part of the persona. Her
real name is Myia Welsh.
“It’s a blend of being a rock star and a superhero,” said Welsh, 29. “Not many people get to do
something like this. When I’m 85 I’m going to love
to tell this story.”
The Women’s Flat Track Derby Association,
which sets nationwide rules and regulations, keeps
a name registry to make sure no names are repeated.
Even the referees have derby names, like Mr. Mystery and Ref Neck.
The sport’s history dates back to the 1930s as an
endurance race of sorts. It has since morphed into
a more involved game that involves speed, endurance, strategy and lots of falling.
Matches are called bouts and two teams of five
play against each other during jams of about two

Nick Gingold/senior staff photographer

The DC DemonCats and the Cherry Blossom Bombshells compete in their first bout of the season at the DC Armory.
minutes. The players hold positions called jammer, pivot or blocker. The jammer wears a covering, called a panty, over her helmet and scores
points for the team by speeding past the opposing
pack.
A jam may look like skaters just whishing
around an elliptical track as they run into each
other, but strict rules and constant referee whistles govern the game. It can get rough, but elbow
poking, pushing an opponent and tripping are

off-limits.
Roller derby reached its peak in the 1970s and
1980s because of television coverage. Now Drew
Barrymore is directing a film about the sport called
“Whip It!,” starring Ellen Page from “Juno” as beauty pageant teen turned rollergirl.
The D.C. league practices four nights a week at
the D.C. Armory and Dulles SportsPlex. When the
league first started, most rollergirls hadn’t skated
since they were kids and the teams would practice

in parking garages, on basketball courts or anywhere they could find space to build their skills.
League members said that after a while, you become the sport. You take on a new name, a new persona and a new wardrobe. You think about bouts
and practices during work, and you collect cuts and
bruises like trophies.
And as Dayum, who’s real name is Christie Hoover, said, “Your skates become your feet.
They’re a part of you.” 

GW BlindDate:
Date: At least there are leftovers...
The two blind daters, Jackie Gabela and Nick Fabiani, used to be neighbors – a
convenient icebreaker. But their previous close quarters did not bring a love
connection. The sophomores got along fine, but the only lasting part of this
date seems to be the leftovers.

Jonathan Ewing/Hatchet photographer

DaterBios

in, the date would be ideal.

Name: Jackie Gabela
Year: Sophomore
Age: 19
Hometown: Green Brook, N.J.
Major: Spanish
Name: Nick Fabiani
Year: Sophomore
Age: 19
Hometown: Cheshire, Conn.
Major: Political Communication

What do you look for in a person?
JACKIE: Someone who is personable, funny and cute – it’s definitely a plus.
Someone I can talk to. I would take a good
personality over attractiveness.
NICK: I like someone who can hold an
intelligent conversation and can still goof
around. That is most important to me, but
attractiveness is important too. If you ask
my friends they would probably say I have
a “type,” but I don’t think I do.

What is your ideal first date?
JACKIE: I guess we would do
dinner and get to know each other. It
would be a little more romantic than
the one we went on. It would have to
include good conversations.
NICK: It’s funny; I don’t really
give it much thought. I guess as long
as I’m with someone I’m interested

What are your own interests?
JACKIE: I am kind of a GW tool. I am
in a sorority, play club volleyball and just
signed up to be a tour guide. I also lead Experience DC.
NICK: I’m really into politics. I’m a
Democrat. If I weren’t so busy I would join
GW political organizations. I’m also a ballroom dancer.

Jackie

You hear all these blind date stories and I expected it
be a disaster. It wasn’t a disaster at all.
I agreed to go on the date because my sorority sister
did one of these things too and she ended up dating the
guy for a while. I did not really have the same expectations for this date. I just wanted to meet someone new,
and when the opportunity came up, I was like, "Why not?
It could be fun."
We went to Nooshi and the date lasted a little over an
hour. He was already there when I arrived and he got up
and shook my hand. Overall, the date went pretty well.
There were no real awkward moments except when we
first met each other. The conversations went smoothly
and we even found out we lived in the same dorm last
year and share mutual friends.
There was no “love connection” per se but I wasn’t
disappointed. I don’t think we’ll go on another date but
we will see each other around. He’s not really my type,
but I wasn’t disappointed.
I would give this date an A-. 

Nick

There are very few things I won’t try at least once.
When my roommate asked me if I wanted to go on a
blind date I was like "Why not?" What’s the worst that
could happen? I really had no expectations.
I arrived at Nooshi early. It was pretty crowded. She
came in a few minutes later, and I definitely recognized
her when I got up to shake her hand. She lived on the floor
below me my freshman year in Lafayette. It made things
a lot less awkward.
We really kept up the conversation. There were no
awkward pauses or anything. We talked about our majors
and where we live now. We found out we had a lot more
things in common when she told me she interned at "30
Rock"; I love that show. All the while, they kept bringing
us a ton of food.
I would give the date an A-. I really enjoyed it and
had fun; I also have a lot of leftover food for lunch tomorrow. I don’t think we’ll go on another date. We’ll probably
just see each other around. 
– Calder Stembel

Professor Steven C. Himly has taught "Electronic and Computer Music" for the past 16 years.

Electronic Education

Little-known computer music
class evolves with trends and technology
by Reva Singh
Hatchet Reporter
Sitting back in his swivel chair
with his fully tattooed right arm resting behind his head, Professor Steve
Hilmy enjoyed some of his students’
best musical creations, which he
taught and inspired them to create.
Professor Hilmy has been teaching “Electronic and Computer Music” at GW for 16 years. For about
the last decade, each section has
been filled to capacity at 10 students. The class tends to be small
due to the fact that the classroom
is slightly larger than a closet and
filled with electronic equipment.
“For the first couple of years
people didn’t really know about
the class, but eventually word got
around,” said Hilmy, who is known
as “kooky” and a "cool cat" among
students. In the last five years, electronic music has become more popular and the class has been packed
because of it, he said.
Chris Gregory, a sophomore currently enrolled in computer music,

became interested in the class after
attending their end-of-year concert.
“I’ve always been interested in
music and it got me pretty pumped
up, so I joined the class,” Gregory
said.
Many students do not have much
technical or musical experience before taking the course. But it is very
hands on and musical equipment is
used right away, students said.
“Taking this class expanded my
knowledge of available technology
and has brought my musicianship
to levels I previously did not realize
existed,” said John Baker, an alumnus
who took the class last year.
Though many students do not
know much about music, many tend
to know about technology. Students
who use computers constantly are
often able to learn the technology
quickly, Hilmy said. Though technology has advanced in the past 16
years, the changes have only been a
blessing, he said.
“It has only gotten better. Really, all you need is a laptop,” Hilmy

said. This proved to be true when he
played one student's piece from an
iTunes playlist.
The piece, created by 2008 graduate Kawandeep Virdee, was six minutes long and inspired by “Come
Out” by Steve Rich. “Come Out” is
one of the first electronic music pieces
ever created, back in 1966. The only
recognizable vocals in Virdee’s piece
come at the end. The words smoothly
transform from one repeating phrase
to other similar sounding ones.
The students in the yearlong
course hold a free concert at the end
of the year in the Marvin Center, during which each student plays a piece
he or she has worked on throughout
the second semester.
“Many of my students have no
creative outlets and they find it here,”
Hilmy said, as Virdee’s piece played.
“His knowledge of music and
technology is second to none,” Baker
said. “He challenged us to make the
unconventional, and most of all he
expanded our conceptual perception
of what music is.” 

If you would like to be set up on a blind date with another
GW student, e-mail features@gwhatchet.com
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Hoping for a hole-in-one
by Juliette Dallas-Feeney
Hatchet Reporter

Harry Bergman/Hatchet photographer

Founding Farmers, located at 1924 Pennsylvania Ave., uses food from family
farmers for a menu they describe as "Farm-to-Table American food."

Founding Farmers restaurant
opens near campus
by Remy Tumin
Hatchet Food Columnist
Students often walk by Kinkead’s
Restaurant, their mouths watering
with the temptation of spending the
equivalent of three lunches on one
crab cake. But those students now
need only walk one more block to
get the same satisfaction for half the
price.
Founding Farmers is a new farmto-table restaurant at 19th Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue that offers real
food with real value. With huge portions, fresh ideas and high-quality standards, Founding Farmers lives up to its
motto of “True Food and Drink.”
If you are looking for food that
is comforting to the stomach and
conscience, Founding Farmers is the
place to go. The restaurant offers
American standards, serving everything from meatloaf and chicken pot
pie, to fresh entrée salads and lobster
macaroni and cheese – all made with
fresh farm products.
But save room for dessert. Their
heirloom carrot cake, creamy Vermont
Chèvre cheesecake or good old-fashioned banana split are worth finding
your other stomach.
The restaurant is owned by 40,000
American farmers. Based on a simple
vertical integration formula, Founding
Farmers represents the true American
family farmer. Dan Simons, the restaurant’s food service consultant, said
Founding Farmers was inspired by the
community who makes eating possible.
“The restaurant was driven by the
desire that it would be better for farmers if Americans could really learn the
difference between family farming
and institutional farming, for what it
does to the quality of food and for the
economy,” Simons said.
As the only Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design-certified
restaurant in the District, Founding
Farmers hopes to be a sustainable
trendsetter for restaurants citywide.
“I think we’re going to show that
it was worth the investment,” Simons
said, pointing to the reclaimed wood

SLICE
of life

floors, barn doors and recycled metal
walls.
It is also worth your money. Meals
cost between $15 and $20. Cheaper
options for students include a bucket
of kettle corn popcorn for $2, heirloom cheese puffs for $5 or baby
cheeseburgers for $12. These are perfect snacks fit for sitting around one
of the community tables, accessing
the free Wi-Fi and studying for tomorrow’s test.
“We’re clearly a part of the GW
community and we want to be,” Simons said, adding that the breakfast
options are some of the best deals for
students.
Imagine being woken up by a rooster and coming out of your hay loft to
find scrambled local eggs served with
a homemade English muffin, a waffle
served with local churned butter or
pancakes served with pure maple cinnamon syrup. While not available on
weekends yet, breakfast at Founding
Farmers is an easy way to cure your
Friday morning hangover.
For those who want to start the
day off with a stiff drink, Founding
Farmers' bar is unique to the area.
Based on pre-Prohibition mixology,
the restaurant’s bar has its own executive bar chief to guide drinkers toward the best quality drink they can
find. All juices are freshly squeezed,
drinks are adorned with fresh garnishes and large ice cubes leave your
drink tasting good to the last drop.
Just like your drink, the service,
atmosphere and food will leave you
wanting more. 

they are on the bar dancing, people
start to drink and do a lot of things
they normally wouldn’t do – like sexual assault,” said Bean, who has worked
as a rape victim counselor.
Perpetrators can find themselves
permanently branded as rapists because they drunkenly take things too
far, she said.
Rape is sexual intercourse against
the will of the victim, according to the
Department of Justice. And Bean said
that sexual assault can be as simple as
A couple of weeks ago I wrote unwanted touching.
Being convicted of sexual assault
about what I see as a personal responsibility gap when it comes to facing isn’t something that can be erased
the morning-after consequences of from your record by sweet-talking SJS.
And rightly so: It’s a serious criminal
drinking too much.
Boy, did that get y’all stirred up. offense.
But victims are not always without
Letters to the editor and e-mails keep
responsibility. You
rolling in.
can put yourself
Some readers
at risk by drinksaw the column as
CLAYTON M. MCCLESKEY ing to the point of
it was intended: a
losing control of
call to step up and
the situation. You
take responsibility
also pick the company in which you
for our actions.
Others thought my mention of drink.
Think of it this way – if you leave
sexual assault meant I blamed all rape
victims for being raped and let the your laptop sitting out at Starbucks
perpetrators off the hook – certainly for a few hours and someone steals it,
who is responsible?
not my intention.
The thief who takes the laptop is clearOne adoring fan called my column
ly a criminal. But should you have left
“disgusting.”
The response to my column shows your computer sitting out in the open?
This gets back to the core issue –
that the issues of drinking and sexual
taking responsibility for your own
assault deserve more attention.
I asked Katie Bean, assistant direc- actions. As we all know, alcohol seritor of GW’s Center for Alcohol and ously impairs your judgment. Alcohol
Drug Education, about the relation- is the No. 1 date rape drug, Bean said.
That doesn’t mean we should stop
ship between drinking and rape. The
drinking. But as adults we have to be
statistics were shocking.
Roughly 80 percent of all sexual aware of the potentially dire and irassault occurs when the victim and reversible consequences of binge-tillperpetrator are under the influence of you-drop drinking.
By understanding the potential
alcohol. Getting drunk greatly increases your chances of becoming either the risks, we can take steps to avoid putvictim of sexual assault or the perpe- ting ourselves in situations where we
could become victims – or perpetratrator.
I’d always thought of the typical tors – of sexual assault.
It is a dangerous and unfair world
rapist – if there is such a thing – as being some gross, burly guy hiding in a out there. And at the end of the day,
back alley waiting to prey on innocent we have to be responsible for ourselves. If you drink away your ability
women.
But perpetrators of sexual assault to control yourself, that’s your choice,
can actually be normal folks who have but be prepared that the morning afway too much to drink and then do ter may leave you with more than a
hangover. You may have long-lasting
something they normally wouldn’t.
“Just like people think they nor- emotional scars or even a permanent
mally wouldn’t get up on a bar and criminal record.
Is it really worth the risk? 
dance, but after a few drinks, there

A call to step up and
take responsibility

When Taylor Anderson was born,
doubting doctors told his parents
he would not be able to walk or talk.
Twenty-one years later, he’s a junior at
GW majoring in economics – and he is
teeing up for the experience of a lifetime.
Anderson is one of five finalists in
a contest called “Who’s Behind Your
Success?” He submitted an essay and
a video in hopes of winning the grand
prize: a day in Las Vegas with Ladies
Professional Golf Association star
Natalie Gulbis. The prize includes a
morning workout, nine holes of golf
and dinner. The winner of the contest is
based on the number of votes submitted online.
Anderson said he decided to enter
after watching a news segment on the
Golf Channel this summer.
“Golfing with an LPGA professional would be an amazing opportunity,”
he said. “Natalie Gulbis is well-known,
she’s attractive and it’s not really a date,
but they phrased it that way, so I was
like – you know, that might be nice.”
The contest called for an essay about
the most influential person behind
your success. For Anderson, choosing
his mom was a no-brainer.
“She’s always been there,” he said.
“She’s the one who took me to all my
Joe Ginarte/Hatchet photographer
doctor appointments, all the thera- Junior Taylor Anderson entered the "Who's Behind Your Success?" competipies while my dad was off earning the tion. The grand prize is a day in Las Vegas with LPGA star Natalie Gulbis.
money. She never limited me on what I
can do and encouraged me to try someinstructors until they found the right ated a Facebook group called “Send
thing even if I fail.”
Taylor to Vegas” to urge friends and
Anderson credits his parents for one.
“I had an instructor that pretty family to vote for his video. His parents
never doubting him when others did.
He was born paralyzed on his right much adapted everything for me,” he have also been telling their friends to
side after having a stroke before he said. “He said to my mom, ‘If I can hit a vote.
“It’s one of those things where peowas born nine weeks premature. Doc- ball standing on one leg with one arm, I
ple have really rallied behind me,” he
tors told his parents that he would be a can teach your son to do that.’”
Though most other people golf with said. “The support I’ve gotten throughquadriplegic with mild retardation.
“Basically, the fact that I can walk two hands and two feet, Anderson said out my life is what’s made me who I
and talk and carry on an intelligent he doesn’t come across any major obsta- am today.”
To vote ffor Taylor’s video, go to www.
conversation is somewhat of a surprise cles when golfing. He even started his
high school’s golf team as a senior.
rsmmcgladrey.com/nataliecontest. Voting
to the doctors,” Anderson said.
Though he’s still in shock that he is ends Wednesday, Oct. 8, and the winner
So when he expressed an interest in golf growing up in England as a a finalist in the contest, Anderson said will be announced online on Tuesday, Oct.
preteen, Anderson’s mom researched he has high hopes for winning. He cre- 21. 

Toasting to public speaking
Students, staff compete at GW Toastmasters
by Corey Jacobson
Hatchet Reporter
University Police Department Security Officer Noah Roberson, dressed
in a crisp blue shirt and tie, swished his
hands through the air and spoke with
an undulating voice as he attempted
to convince a room of people why they
should attend GW. But this wasn’t a
tour of potential students – it was an
impromptu speech competition.
Tucked away in a small room in
the Marvin Center, the atmosphere of
the GW Toastmaters’ fall competition
on Thursday night was official and
strangely offbeat. Students, alumni,
Foggy Bottom residents and even a
member of UPD went head to head as
a full panel of judges critiqued both
prepared and impromptu speeches.
As the winner of the competition,
Roberson will move on to the next
level of competition against members
of other regions. If he wins the final
international competition, he could be
named the “World’s Best Speaker.”
“The driving force is the poten-

tial,” said Roberson, 26, adding that
he hopes to one day be a motivational
speaker. “Toastmasters gives the potential to become a better speaker, and
it connects you to people all over the
world doing the exact same thing.”
GW Toastmasters is a branch of the
84-year-old Toastmasters International
Organization, which is dedicated to
improving public speaking skills. As
a representation of the international
group, the student organization upholds its formal air. Even the smallest
meetings are run by strict guidelines
and all members wear business attire.
“Most things in education don’t
prepare you with specific public
speaking skills,” said sophomore Angela Cherepinsky, the club’s president.
“Toastmasters will make you a better
communicator.”
The makeup of the 20-member club
is eclectic, but they all share a common
goal: to be leaders in their fields. Many
Toastmasters members don’t think of
their participation as an attempt to
conquer a fear of public speaking. Instead, they view it as training needed

Stressing out

WEEKLY
CHECKUP
by Joel Goldberg
Hatchet Reporter
Stressed college students are like
ducks in a pond, drifting along the water as they thrash beneath the surface.
At least that’s how Stanford University neurobiologist Robert Sapolsky puts it. Sapolsky, whose new PBS
special “Killer Stress” premiered last
Tuesday at the National Geographic
Society, has spent much of his life
studying the biological effects of stress
on sub-Saharan baboon troops.
During his studies, Sapolsky also
kept an eye on another unique specimen, the college student. He said students appear to glide through their
four years of college, when in reality
they are struggling to stay afloat.
But Amir Afkhami, an assistant
professor of public health, said Sapolsky “must have a West Coast view of
things.”
Afkhami, who has served as an adviser to the U.S. Department of State

and the World Bank on public and
mental health issues, said GW students are highly functioning and capable individuals, but they frequently
ignore the pressure that accompanies
their many pursuits. This allows stress
to accumulate until it eventually boils
over with dangerous consequences
that include a weakened immune system and altered sleep cycle.
Susan Haney, associate director
of Student Health Services, said that
around exam time students come to
her office complaining of headaches,
insomnia and stomach illnesses,
which can often be traced to increased
stress. Some of these students change
their lifestyles to alleviate stress, others speak with counselors and the rest
may require medication, she said.
Afkhami is well-known in his field
for advocating yoga and other mindfulness practices to reduce the effects
of stress. These techniques calm students by focusing them on their present lives, rather than the past or future,

to conquer the outside world.
“When a person wants to take on
leadership responsibilities, they eventually realize that they have to speak
well,” Roberson said.
Toastmasters has a presence in
government and bureaucratic organizations, including the State Department, the Department of the Interior
and the World Bank. About 30 chapters exist within a one-mile radius of
campus.
“So many people find that this is a
great, nonthreatening place to practice
their communication and leadership
skills,” said Jim Dooley, a leader of all
D.C.-based chapters. “And when they
go out into the real world, they’re able
to have those skills under their belt.”
Whether it’s ridding our generation’s tendency to use “um” and “like”
or merely gaining confidence, members said GW’s student body could
use a lesson in public speaking.
For Roberson, communication is
power and if GW students “want to
be powerful, they should take advantage of this organization.” 

he said.
The University Counseling Center
designed the new “Mindful Meditation Program” to employ some strategies Afkami promotes. The program,
which will be held in the Health and
Wellness Center, starts next week and
is free for the month of October.
But Afkhami also said most stress
is actually positive. In modest doses,
stress can act as a motivator to keep students functioning optimally, he said.
“Stress is like the air in a soccer
ball,” he said. “You need some air to
get the ball rolling, but too much air
will cause the ball to explode.”
Dr. John Dages, the Counseling
Center’s interim director, said stress
on college campuses is a serious issue.
“There was a 54 percent increase
during the first three weeks of the current academic year in scheduled initial
appointments (for counseling) compared to the same time period in Sept.
2007,” Dages said.
Though some of this surge in appointments may be attributed to increased outreach by the Counseling
Center, Dages said there is more to it
than that. GW students are under pressure to get internships and succeed in
their future professions, leading them
to experience perceived failure early
on in their college careers, he said.
In order to help students cope with
stress, the Counseling Center offers a
wide range of programs including
mental health podcasts on their Web
site and screenings around campus
throughout the year.
But the most effective weapon for
combating stress is time management,
experts said. Instead of clamoring to take
part in every activity available, students
should prioritize.
Haney said the next time students
find themselves stressing, they should
take a step back and relax. 
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GW MARKETPLACE
Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309

JOBS

Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com

DO YOU HIRE
STUDENTS?

GW Hatchet classifieds are now The
GW Marketplace.
Classfied ads are available FREE to
all students and faculty online. NonGW clients pay a small fee for online
posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25
words, and $.30 per word beyond
that.

IF YES, VISIT:
WWW.
ZIPPYJOBS.COM

All classifieds should be placed online.
If you cannot access the internet, ads
may be placed via email, fax or in
person at our office. An extra fee
may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard,
American Express and Discover, as
well as cash and check through our
office.

$20/Hour

Our invaluable “college kids” are
moving on and to help us fill the
void we are looking for part-time
administrative help. Approximately
15-20 hours a week, Tuesday &
Thursday a must (mornings) and
Monday & Wednesdays (afternoon).
We are a small downtown (20th &
L Streets, just blocks from GWU)
telecommunications law firm with
a Fortune 200 client list. We offer
a relaxed and open environment
and flexible hours. Contact Denise
Marcelin one of three ways: by
phone at 202/857-2550; by e-mail
at DMarcelin@lb3law.com; or, fax
your resume to 202/223-0833.
Start immediately.

OR CALL
THE STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
COUNCIL

Paraplegic doctor seeks morning assistance at home in Chevy
Chase: 6:30-9:00am M-F. Nursing
or physical therapy experience
preferred but not required. Call
202-872-8109

Clean, three bedroom metroaccessible house at 528 25th place
N.E. Washington D.C. Call 301390-9293. Open House Saturday
1-3 pm.

Internship/paid. Wanted:
Aggressive, outgoing go-getter to
work with Senior Vice President
at Wachovia Securities. Call Bill
Flanigan, Senior Vice-President,

See even more ads
online at
GWMarketplace.com

301-961-0131.

SERVICES

Sitters Wanted. $10+/hour.
Register free for jobs at
student-sitters.com

UNWANTED PREGNANCY?
Loving, financially-stable, well-educated couple in Arlington looking to
adopt. Contact: naomichandra@
hotmail.com or 703-362-9875.

!Bartending! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 x 171.

@

STUDENT HOUSING

(202) 657-4943

P l ac e y our ad her e i n j u s t
a few simpl e step s a t
ww w. g w mar ketpl ac e .c o m

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Siestas
5 Greek letters
that resemble
pitchforks
9 Vibrant
14 Lyrical, like a
Pindar poem
15 “___, Brute?”
16 Actor Sal of
“Exodus”
17 “Shhhh!”
prompter
20 Hersey’s “A Bell
for ___”
21 Top to go with
shorts
22 Present but not
visible
24 Words before fix
or flash
25 Actress Farrow
28 180° from WNW
29 Kitschy
32 Herb who played
“Tijuana Taxi”

34 “Take your time”
36 Otherwise
37 “Shhhh!”
40 Bride’s ___ of
honor
42 Tax paid at port
43 Idiot boxes
46 Three Little Pigs’
foe
47 Sign of a hit
show
50 Precollege
hurdle, for short
51 Fishing stick
53 “Pay attention!”
55 Like oranges
and tangerines
58 Piece of garlic
59 “Shhhh!”
response
63 “What’s Love
___ Do With It”
(Tina Turner #1
hit)
64 Rock’s ___ Pop
65 Ice in the sea

ANSWER
S
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O PREVIOUS
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E
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C E A X
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P E R
O J A I
U N C
P R E E
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O R E O
L E A N
S A L S

66 Pondered
67 Close to
68 Snick and ___

1

2

3

4

14

6

7

8

11

12

13

GWHatchet.com
m

like the Hatchet, but .com

19
21

22

23

28

29

24
30

31

34

32

27

47

48

49

39

42

43

44

50

51

45

46
52

55
60

26

36
38

41

25
33

35

37

59

10

16

18

20

40

9

15

17

Down
1 Key on an old
register
2 Nike competitor
3 “Ecce homo!”
utterer Pontius
___
4 Where it’s
happening
5 Chest muscle,
for short
6 Leave in, to an
editor
7 “How sweet
___!”
8 Japanese food
9 Unconcerned
with ethics
10 Light tune
11 Not Rep. or
Dem.
12 Victory sign
13 Ages and ages
18 Sarge, for one
19 Actress
Lollobrigida
23 Old salts
25 Blend
26 1040 org.
27 Had something
30 Mixed breed
31 “I don’t believe
it!”
33 B’way showing
34 Naked
35 Sandwich that
requires two
hands

5

No. 0901

53
56

57

61

54
58

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

Puzzle by Andrea Carla
C
Michaels

37 “Gorillas
G
in the
___”
38 Not just might
39 Place to work
40 Rushmore and
Rainier: Abbr.

47 Like some
kisses and
bases

55 Refer to

48 Paul with a
midnight ride

59 “Grand Hotel”
studio

56 Prod
57 Nintendo rival

49 Antsy

60 “See ___!”

41 Actress Gardner

52 Sink outlet

61 U.S.N. officers

44 Camera stand

54 Hunks of
concrete

62 Damascus’s
land: Abbr.

45 Drunkards

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49
$
a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Put down
those pencils!
Play another Sudoku
online DAILY at
www.gwhatchet.com/puzzles

sports
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Andrew Alberg – Sports Editor (aalberg@gwhatchet.com)
Alex Byers – Asst. Sports Editor (abyers@gwhatchet.com)

NUMBER CRUNCH
The number of goals GW's women's soccer team gave
up this weekend during its two matches at Mount Vernon.
Both shutouts came against Atlantic 10 rivals.

Women's soccer
pulls to 2-2 in A-10
Colonials show progress in shutouts over rivals
by Vyomika Jairam
Hatchet Staff Writer
After their last game,
GW women’s soccer coach
Tanya Vogel told her team
she wished they could play
their next match right then.
They had just lost their second straight match, but Vogel thought they had played
well and were ready to win
their next game. She was
right.
After a 0-2 start in Atlantic 10 play, the Colonials
(6-6-0, 2-2 A-10) shut out
their opponents twice this
weekend. The Colonials beat
UMass 2-0 Friday, following
it up with a 1-0 win against
Rhode Island Sunday.
“We battled today,” senior midfielder Keara Mehlert said. “We had a couple
of breakaways that didn’t
work out, but we kept it tight
and were able to win it.”
Senior midfielder Erica
Wright scored the only goal
against Rhode Island off a
corner kick two minutes into
the match. Wright, who also
scored the first goal in Friday’s game, had been playing left midfield, but she
switched to center against
UMass.
“I’m more comfortable

in the center,” Wright said.
“It’s what I’ve played in the
past, so the girl who had
been playing center and I
kept talking to Coach about
switching, and she finally
listened.”
Rhode Island, which
had no conference wins going into Sunday, came out
strong and challenged the
Colonials, putting pressure
on both sides of the field and
playing hard in the middle.
The Rams are a relatively
young team, but hungry for a
win. Vogel warned her team
to expect a tough fight.
“Zero-four is not indicative of what a strong team
they are,” Vogel said.
The Colonials had some
trouble converting on goal
opportunities late in the
second half, sometimes not
setting up to take shots and
other times shooting too
quickly and inaccurately.
In practice last week, the
team worked on keeping the
ball moving.
“We practiced pattern
plays and ball movement,
and that worked out really
well in the game,” senior
forward Meg Pyle said after
Friday’s game.
Defensively, the team
worked on clearances and

getting the ball down the
field, a focus senior defender
Lauren Kelly said paid dividends during the wins. Vogel
also said she wants to work
on keeping the ball wide
when it is on GW’s side of
the field to prevent crosses.
“We always need work on
crossings and making sure
we can get the ball up to our
(front) six,” Vogel said. “But
we wanted to work on clearances so the defensive backs
were more confident and to
re-remind them that this was
something that we’re good
at.”
Up next for the team is
a two-game road trip, first
to St. Bonaventure Friday –
who beat La Salle on Saturday – and then to Duquesne
Sunday. Vogel said she wants
her team to come out strong
and with a “ton of energy.”
St. Bonaventure plays on
a grass field – GW’s is turf –
so Vogel plans to work with
her team to prepare for the
difference in play.
“The girls know what’s
at stake here,” Vogel said.
“We’re just getting started,
but we know that we’ve got
to keep winning games now
to put ourselves in a good
position for A-10 championships.” 

Viktors Dindzdans/assistant photo editor

Senior forward Meg Pyle battles with a Rhode Island player during GW's 1-0 win Sunday at Mount Vernon. The Colonials won both their weekend matches, raising their A-10 record to 2-2.

Clutch Stadler needs help
by Joel Goldberg
Hatchet Reporter
Andy Stadler drips with confidence, not sweat. Figuratively
speaking, anyway.
At first glance, the striker and
top goal scorer for the GW men’s
soccer team appears to be a typical Midwesterner: laid-back and
soft-spoken. But on the field, Stadler transforms into a dominant
player whose fiery determination
is exceeded only by his ultra-cool
demeanor late in games.
How cool?
“He’s got ice water in his
veins,” said head coach George
Lidster.
The junior has already scored
second-half goals to tie the game
or take the lead three times this
season, including a two-goal, oneman comeback in the final nine
minutes of GW’s 2-1 win at Mount
St. Mary’s. The key to his heroics,
Stadler said, is to “just go out and
Alex Ellis/photo editor

Junior striker Andy Stadler has
become the focus of opposing
teams' defenses this year.

know you’re going score.”
“Before the season, I set a goal:
I wanted to score in every game,”
he said.
Stadler hasn’t met that goal,
but leading the nation in goals per
game is not a bad consolation. Entering the Virginia Tech game last
Tuesday, Stadler led the nation in
scoring with a 1.29 goals per game
average. In that game, however, he
started to see a change. Throughout the match, at least one Virginia
Tech defender was constantly on
“Stadler duty,” hounding him up
and down the field. The result: no
points, one shot-on-goal and immeasurable frustration for Stadler.
“If my teammates will start
scoring too, that will open me up
for more opportunities,” Stadler
said.
Stadler has scored nine goals,
with the rest of the team managing
a total of eight. But he still needs
more help, something both Stadler
and Lidster believe the team is capable of providing.
“We’re a dangerous team,”
said Stadler, adding, “We’re fast.”
One of GW’s speedsters is
freshman forward Yoni Berhanu,

who will return Friday at Xavier
after missing two games with an
injury.
“Yoni has great speed and he
attracts a lot of attention,” Lidster
said. “(Stadler’s) got a really good
understanding with Yoni, but (Yoni)
hasn’t played the last two games,”
something Lidster believes has affected the play of Stadler.
Berhanu’s return will help, but
teams will increasingly be zeroing
in on Stadler. The team will have to
find someone else to score, if only
to take some defensive attention
off Stadler.
The question is who.
Will it be the veteran presence
of junior midfielder Erick PerezSegnini? Or maybe freshman defender Ryan Ruffing will continue
to grow. Stadler and Lidster agree
that junior forward Mike Rollings is
poised to go on a run following his
first score against Virginia Tech.
Whoever makes the leap forward will have to adopt Stadler’s
goal-scoring mentality.
Stadler said, “When we’re losing, and I have to score a goal or
two to get us back in the game,
that’s when I play my best.” 

Visit blogs.gwhatchet.com/
courtside for the latest in GW
sports news

VARSITYROUNDUPS

VOLLEYFOLLY

Swimming
GW's men's and women's swimming teams
combined to place second of five teams at the
Potomac Relays Friday at American,
earning 600 points combined, 60 points
short of George Mason. The planned
diving events, which were scheduled
to take place at Georgetown, were cancelled due
to the school's norovirus outbreak.
The men's team won the 3x100 butterfly and
the 3x100 breaststroke relay, while the women
won the 200-meter medley relay.
GW next swims Oct. 17, at Catholic in a threeway meet with American.
Volleyball
The volleyball team (6-8, 1-3 A-10) lost two
3-1 matches at the Smith Center over the weekend, first to Dayton on Friday and then
Xavier on Sunday. In both matches,
the Colonials won the first game, only
to drop the next three.
Sophomore Leah Hill led the Colonials with 17
kills against Xavier, but GW was not efficient in
either match. Against Dayton, the Colonials hit
just .076, then followed it up with a .118 performance. In comparison, Xavier hit a higher-thanaverage .320.
GW next plays two matches in North Carolina.
They face North Carolina Central on Thursday
and A-10 rival Charlotte on Friday.

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Junior Katie Butz goes for a spike Sunday during GW's 3-1 loss to Xavier at the Smith Center. Butz hit just .083 during the match,
a number representative of the team's poor efficiency in both matches. For more on the volleyball team's two weekend matches,
check out Varsity Roundups.

Men's water polo
To say GW's men's water polo team (7-11)
has been busy is an understatement. The team
played four matches in California over
three days, losing to No. 18 California
Baptist and No. 20 Air Force but beating Fresno Pacific 10-8. The matches
against Air Force and California Baptist were at
the Claremont Convergence, an event GW attends every year.
The Colonials next play Tuesday against Navy
at the Smith Center.
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